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Synopsis 

• Standard language model training for language recognition needs lots of 
data

• typically 60 hours speech, 100 speakers, per language

• We would like to reduce this demand 

• Investigate classifier that works in score space rather than acoustic 
space

• Evaluate with 
• LRE-2005 (7 languages)
• CSLU-22 (21 languages)

• Can train score-space based system with ~ 1 hour data
• at twice the CDET
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Motivation

• Sometimes there is not much training data for new language available
• e.g., Indian accented English in LRE-2005: 20 minutes

• Sometimes we may not want to train acoustic model for new language
• Hard for inexperienced user

• Notion that language recognition back-end can ‘repair’ sub-optimal 
modeling performance

• Try to let back-end to the whole job, without specific acoustic 
language model
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Caveat

• Collection of large amounts of speech should be relatively easy
• no orthographic annotation required

• But:
• correct labeling of language is required
• different collection characteristic to background data will lead to 

confounding of language and data collection modeling

• This is true for any kind of modeling
• front-end (GMM, SVM, acoustics, phonotactics)
• back-end (LDA, logistic regression)
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LDA: Linear Discriminant Analysis
SVM: Support Vector Machine
GMM: Gaussian Mixture Model
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Overview of (typical) LID system
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Modeling power of LDA back-end
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• with proper priors and 
threshold for posterior

• optimal NIST LRE 
decisions can be 
made

• LRE-2005 languages

• Other CallFriend 

• Posterior threshold

Gaussian
back end 
= LDA +

calibration

p(L2005) = 1/NL

p(LCF\2005) = 0

! = 1/NL

NL posteriors
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LRE-2005: Jack-knifing approach
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• for each target language Li

• remove Single Language Detector Li from LDA training

• build LDA, using all LDA training trials (incl. Li)

• compute target and non-target scores for these Li test-segments, 
and make decisions

• pool decisions, calculate CDET according to NIST LRE plan

LDA: Linear Discriminant Analysis
CDET: Cost of detection
LRE: Language Recognition Evaluation
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CallFriend
training
12 
languages

Application to NIST LRE-2005
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Three systems: 1) Chan-GMM
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Three systems: 2) GMS (GMM means SVM)
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Three systems: 3) Chan-GMS
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Results: Sparse Training Performance 

for it, relying only on (i) the language information car-

ried by SLDs trained on other languages and (ii) on the

modelling power of the LDA back-end.

Recall that our SLD’s are trained on the many and

long speech segments in CallFriend, whereas the LDA

back-end is trained on the fewer and shorter (30s) test

segments of pre-2005 LREs. Languages which are recog-

nized just in the LDA back-end are therefore effectively

trained with sparse training data.

In order to test the effect of LDA modelling of a new

language, we use a left-out jacknifing rotation over the

LRE-2005 evaluation [15]. We test each of the seven test

languages Li individually. For a given test language Li

we remove the SLDs’ scores corresponding to Li from

the data to train an LDA back-end for that jacknife slice.

We do use trials containing speech of language Li for the

LDA training, but these will only carry score vectors ob-

tained from SLDs trained for different languages. For a

given held-out language Li with corresponding LDA, we

accumulate decisions using only the trials of the evalua-

tion set spoken in language Li. This process is repeated

for each of the test languages Li ! L. The decisions

made in this process are made such, that there is no SLD

conditioned to the language used in the test trial, whether

it be a target or a non-target trial. All knowledge to recog-

nize the language of the test trial is encoded in the back-

end. Therefore, this cross validation simulates the situ-

ation where the recognition system is tested with a new

language, for which only limited amount of training is

available. We call this type of modelling of the new lan-

guage Gaussian Score-Space Modelling (GSSM).

The amount of training data for each test language is a

lot less than what we are used to with CallFriend, which

is of the order of 30–60 hours of speech per language.

The total duration of training trials for the back-end varies

from 225 for Tamil to 917 for English, which corresponds

to about 1.9–7.6 hours. For the Indian English accent

only 20 minutes worth of trials is available.

3.2. Results

In Table 2 the results for the GSSM experiment are given,

for the three language recognition systems described in

Section 2.6. A comparison betweem the baseline systems

and the short language training of the average CDET is

shown in a bar-graph in Figure 1.

Our generative channel-GMM system with 71 SLDs

appears most robust to not having explicitly modelled a

test language in the set of SLDs. The value of CDET in-

creases only 2.4 % by missing this information. On the

other hand, it has the lowest baseline performance. The

more recently developed GMS system has a much bet-

ter baseline performance, but takes a large hit from miss-

ing the test language information in the SLDs. The aver-

age CDET increases by over 50 %, to become even higher

than the GMM system. A potential reason for this could

Table 2: Results of the GSSM experiment on LRE-

2005, leaving the test segment language out of the SLD’s

scores.

Target L CDET(%)

system Chan-GMM GMS Chan-GMS

English 9.63 11.3 9.56

Hindi 12.7 11.0 15.0

Japanese 9.88 9.34 5.96

Korean 10.3 12.3 8.52

Mandarin 5.80 9.49 5.53

Spanish 9.19 11.6 7.84

Tamil 9.36 10.9 7.29

Mean 9.54 10.9 8.53
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Figure 1: Comparison of full training (baseline) and

GSSM training (LDA back-end only), for the three sys-

tems. Shown is the average CDET.
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• 30–60 hours per 
language for SLD

• 1.9–7.6 hours per 
language for LDA

• collection of NIST 
trial sets ’96–’03

• Observations

• GMS best baseline

• Chan-GMM most 
robust

• Chan-GMS best 
sparse training

SLD: Single Language Detector
GMS: GMM means SVM
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Results: Effect of number of Single Language 
Detectors

• ‘Columns’ in LDA matrix

• random selection of r 
columns per language

• r = 1…6
• average 10 runs

• Chan-GMS system

• sparse training constant 
hit
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Figure 2: Effect of the number of SLDs available to the

LDA back-end, for the Chan-GMS system, for the base-

line and GSSM condition.

be the fact that there are much less SLDs for the LDA

back-end, which has to do all the modelling of the test

language, for the GMS system (24) than for the channel-

GMM system (71).

When we combine both technologies of channel con-

ditioning and GMM means in SVM approach (Chan-

GMS), we can observe that the loss of information by

not explicitly modelling the test language in the SLD has

a smaller effect, increasing CDET by only 10 %. Despite

the fact that the baseline Chan-GMS system performs un-

der the GMS system, it performance for the sparse train-

ing condition is the best of the three systems studied here.

This suggests that some of the potential of the back-end

to train efficiently with small amounts of data lies in the

high dimensionality of the score vectors.

In order to investigate the influence of the number of

SLD on the ability of the LDA to model a language on

its own, we reduced the number of SLDs in one sample

system, Chan-GMS. We varied the number of SLDs per

language, r, from 1–6. We did this by randomly select-

ing r SLDs for each language from the available 6 SLDs

for that language. Because there may be many ways to

choose r SLDs from the available 5 or 6 SLDs, we aver-

aged over 10 selections for each r. The results are shown

in Figure 2 for both the baseline and sparse training con-

dition. For this system, the increase in CDET due to no di-

rect modelling of the test language appears constant w.r.t.

the baseline condition. Note that the drop in CDET is

not only attributable to the mere increase of SLDs, since

each SLD is conditioned on a different part of the Call-

Friend database. Hence the total available training time

increases with more SLDs.
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Figure 3: Effect of LDA training size on CDET for GMS

and Chan-GMS system, in baseline and sparse training

condition. Note that the x-axis is logarithmic in scale.

Another variation we can introduce in the available

training time for the LDA is the number of trials. In the

current set-up the number of trials is actually quite dif-

ferent for every language, due to the different focuses of

the NIST evaluations in the past, and the availability of

speakers for the data collection. We will not go into the

detail of the individual language detection performance

here, but just look at the overall effect if we reduce the

number of trials for the LDA. We selected a random sam-

ple of fraction f from the available trials for training the

LDA back-end, and determined CDET. We chose f rang-

ing from 2!5 to 1, doubling at each step. In Figure 3 the

effect of the LDA training size on CDET for the GMS

and Chan-GMS systems is shown. We took the mean

CDET over 10 runs, to average out the effect of sampling.

An interaction can be observed between the sensitivity to

missing SLDs of the test language (sparse training) and

the system type. The many SLDs make the LDA back-

end more robust against missing the test segment’s SLD,

but these need more training trials.

3.3. Increasing the number of languages

So far we have investigated the modelling power of the

LDA back-end by looking at a subset of the CallFriend

languages. In this section we will investigate the per-

formance on more languages. To this end, we use the

CSLU22 speech database [6], which contains telephone

recordings of over 2000 speakers in 21 languages, which

forms almost a superset of the CallFriend languages, only

(Canadian) French is missing. For this experiment we

used the ‘story’ sentences of the database.

We employed the same SLDs trained on full Call-
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Results: effect of sparse training size

• ‘Rows’ in LDA matrix

• Fraction of LDA training 
trials retained

• 2−5 … 20

• random selection
• average 10 runs

• GMS
• large hit sparse
• less hit by training 

size

• Chan-GMS
• smaller hit sparse
• more hit by LDA
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be the fact that there are much less SLDs for the LDA

back-end, which has to do all the modelling of the test

language, for the GMS system (24) than for the channel-

GMM system (71).

When we combine both technologies of channel con-

ditioning and GMM means in SVM approach (Chan-

GMS), we can observe that the loss of information by

not explicitly modelling the test language in the SLD has

a smaller effect, increasing CDET by only 10 %. Despite

the fact that the baseline Chan-GMS system performs un-

der the GMS system, it performance for the sparse train-

ing condition is the best of the three systems studied here.

This suggests that some of the potential of the back-end

to train efficiently with small amounts of data lies in the

high dimensionality of the score vectors.

In order to investigate the influence of the number of

SLD on the ability of the LDA to model a language on

its own, we reduced the number of SLDs in one sample

system, Chan-GMS. We varied the number of SLDs per

language, r, from 1–6. We did this by randomly select-

ing r SLDs for each language from the available 6 SLDs

for that language. Because there may be many ways to

choose r SLDs from the available 5 or 6 SLDs, we aver-

aged over 10 selections for each r. The results are shown

in Figure 2 for both the baseline and sparse training con-

dition. For this system, the increase in CDET due to no di-

rect modelling of the test language appears constant w.r.t.

the baseline condition. Note that the drop in CDET is

not only attributable to the mere increase of SLDs, since

each SLD is conditioned on a different part of the Call-

Friend database. Hence the total available training time

increases with more SLDs.
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Another variation we can introduce in the available

training time for the LDA is the number of trials. In the

current set-up the number of trials is actually quite dif-

ferent for every language, due to the different focuses of

the NIST evaluations in the past, and the availability of

speakers for the data collection. We will not go into the

detail of the individual language detection performance

here, but just look at the overall effect if we reduce the

number of trials for the LDA. We selected a random sam-

ple of fraction f from the available trials for training the

LDA back-end, and determined CDET. We chose f rang-

ing from 2!5 to 1, doubling at each step. In Figure 3 the

effect of the LDA training size on CDET for the GMS

and Chan-GMS systems is shown. We took the mean

CDET over 10 runs, to average out the effect of sampling.

An interaction can be observed between the sensitivity to

missing SLDs of the test language (sparse training) and

the system type. The many SLDs make the LDA back-

end more robust against missing the test segment’s SLD,

but these need more training trials.

3.3. Increasing the number of languages

So far we have investigated the modelling power of the

LDA back-end by looking at a subset of the CallFriend

languages. In this section we will investigate the per-

formance on more languages. To this end, we use the

CSLU22 speech database [6], which contains telephone

recordings of over 2000 speakers in 21 languages, which

forms almost a superset of the CallFriend languages, only

(Canadian) French is missing. For this experiment we

used the ‘story’ sentences of the database.

We employed the same SLDs trained on full Call-
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Final test: independent data collection

• Use CSLU22 data collection as independent test
• 21 languages
• 2000+ speakers
• Superset of LRE-2005 languages
• ‘story’ sentences, 37s mean duration
• 10-fold cross validation LDA-train / test

• ~ 54 min LDA training / language

• Full CallFriend training for SLDs
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Results CSLU22 per language
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Results CSLU: in/out set SLDs
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Conclusions
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• LDA can model new language for LID quite efficiently
• very fast training of LDA
• ~ 1 hour of training data gives CDET within factor ~ 2

• Generative GMMs seems more robust for missing SLD
• but baseline performance is worse than discriminative GMS
• rely more on back-end, anyway

• More SLDs in LDA
• make LDA more robust for new language missing in SLDs
• need more training data for LDA

• including new language

• Discriminative channel-dependent GMS trade-off between
• good baseline performance
• fair robustness for language missing from SLDs


